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Warehousing

The world increasingly relies on e-commerce, and the need for warehouses and distribution centres

is expanding. More retailers are turning to warehouses to store and distribute their products, with

larger retailers continuing to offer both in-store and e-commerce options to remain competitive.

Errors resulting from automation and manual labour can create operational issues that disrupt the

supply  chain  and affect  distribution.  Automation can be susceptible  to  cyber  attacks,  power

outages,  and outdated technology,  with workplace injuries and employee theft  being risks of

manual labour.

Because these locations can store significant inventory, they may be vulnerable to losses involving

business interruption, stock & contents, physical damages, fraud, and extra expenses.

 

With more than 40 offices across 5 continents, we have the global reach and language capabilities

that are required to handle assignments of any size in any market.

Moreover, our staff has the credentials and training to address the nuances in quantifying economic

damages involving major retail companies and storage facilities.

MDD provides services to businesses within the warehousing industry, such as :

Calculating business interruption / lost profits

Evaluating the financial records of the insured/claimant in order to calculate damages from the

insurable event

Analyzing industry data to determine the event’s impact on profits

Examining non-loss-related events and conditions that may have affected actual sales during the

impacted period

https://www.mdd.com/forensic-accounting-services/warehousing/
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Calculating damages solely attributable to the incident and identifying/verifying extra expenses

that served to mitigate the loss of business income

Calculating stock and contents losses, and extra expenses/increased costs

Measuring costs related to product liability and recall

Evaluating claims related to fraudulent activity and theft

Providing expert witness testimony and litigation support services when necessary on behalf of

both plaintiff and defendant.

For help in arriving at rapid and equitable damage quantification for warehousing claims, hire MDD.


